Pneuron Technology Overview
Solving Business Problems with Distributed Processing Networks

Pneuron provides an integrated platform to assemble and execute business solutions that are
dependent upon information and services from across the enterprise. The distributed execution
architecture orchestrates value-added processing at the source or natively in Pneuron;
eliminating the time, cost and complexity of integration before value creation.
Business and IT work cooperatively through an interface to iteratively build and deploy solutions
against distributed data, applications and infrastructure. Business problems are decomposed into
individual value-added elements, or “Pneurons”, that can be selected, conﬁgured and connected
into a distributed processing network.
The Pneuron Distributed Platform™
Pneuron’s Distributed Platform is composed of a series of purpose-built Pneurons™ (i.e. retrieve,
analyze, derive, present) visually conﬁgured through the Design Studio™ and assembled into
processing networks. Scheduling and execution of each Pneuron and network is controlled by the
Cortex™, with results visualized and manipulated in the Enterprise Control Manager™.
Pneurons™
Distributed, lightweight, ﬁxed-function,
interoperable processing components that
non-invasively connect to individual source
systems to create a powerful processing
network that sidesteps today’s time and
cost penalties.

THE CORTEX

Pneuron Design Studio™
Enables design, development, integration,
deployment, and network management
from a single visual and intuitive user
interface.

Pneuron Cortex™
Encapsulates multiple technologies into a
lightweight, dynamic run-time server that
provides enterprise-class scale, availability
and resiliency while re-using existing
infrastructure or leveraging dedicated
capacity.
Pneuron Enterprise Control Manager™
Comprehensive suite of intelligence
visualization tools that provide interactive
ability to perform what-if analysis and
recast results instantaneously.

Pneuron Administration™
Comprehensive administration tool provides oversight and management of core platform, including
deployment, operations, change management, user privileges, and data security.

Pneuron Distributed Processing Networks
Analytics Pneurons:
Analytics, matching,
predictive models, and
rules with the option to use
embedded, imported or
called analytics.

Data Interaction Pneurons:
Rapidly conﬁgurable
access to targeted data in
various sources (database,
ﬁle, data services, etc.)

Application/Service
Interaction Pneurons:
Call or encapsulate existing
applications or functions
as interoperable network
components.

Output Pneurons:
Deliver results via print,
applications, dashboards,
persist to database, post to
application, mobile,
message queue or any
other endpoint.

Networks can be executed on a scheduled, ad hoc, or event-driven basis, as all Pneurons are web
services available.
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Integrated Technology Disciplines
Business Applications

Matching

BPM

Any IP/application seamlessly integrated
with all elements of business solution

Data, ﬁeld and metadata matching

Event/Request driven workflow

Probabilistic, Deterministic, Algorithmic

Rules-based execution control

No required DB or data model for
integration

Structured and unstructured

Enterprise Intelligence

Enterprise Mashup

Pre-Built Analytics IP
Integrate with any BI IP
SOA Architecture

ETL/Data Virtualization

Enterprise Control Manager

Self-describing XML

In-Process Variable Analysis

Metadata Linkage

Distributed Computing

Pneuron-Based Services
Composite Apps/Analytics

Distributed/Elastic Processing
Many-to-Many Messaging

Pneuron Network Deployment
Built with the technology required to work with your existing investments, Pneuron provides a
highly productive, flexible, and agile development environment within an enterprise.
Distributed, Disparate Systems:
The existing base of internal and external
Data
Warehouse

Directories
& Files

Purchased
Applications

Web-Based

Relational

e-mail

applications, databases, web services, ﬁles, etc. required to

JMS

solve each given business problem.
Non-Invasive, Standards-Based Connectivity:
By using common industry standards (JDBC, HTTP, JMS),

JDBC

OS

HTTP

Web
Services

JDBC

SMTP

Pneuron creates a non-invasive approach to interacting

JMS

with disparate sources and destinations.
Pneurons™:
Conﬁgurable elements that represent discrete value-added
processing elements used to build a business solution.
The Cortex™:
Manages the Pneuron processing context in addition to

Cortex-1 (JVM)

Cortex - 2 (JVM)

scaling, resiliency, and security services across the

Cortex - 3 (JVM)

Pneuron platform.
MS Windows

VMWare vSphere

Red Hat Linux

Lenovo Think Server

HP / HP - UX

Dell PowerEdge

Compute Resources:
As a Java-based platform, Pneuron can run on a wide
variety and mix of infrastructure types, either physical or
virtual, to provide the necessary processing resources.

Supported Platforms
The Java-based Pneuron
platform offers tremendous
flexibility, supporting a wide
variety of OS’s, Hypervisors
and more.

Supported Platforms

Hardware Guidelines

Operating System Support

Minimum Hardware Requirements:

Windows 7+
Windows Server 2008+
Red Hat Linux 6+
Centos 6+
Ubuntu 16.04+
Virtualization Platform Support
Microsoft Azure
VMware vSphere
Docker
Oracle VirtualBox
Amazon EC2
Database Support
Oracle 11g*
SQL Server 2008R2+*
Vertica V7
Sybase ASE V14
Teradata V14
MySQL 5.5+*
DB2 9
Postgres SQL 8.0

16 GB Memory
50 GB Hard disk
Quad ready / dual core CPU (min. two CPUs)

Required Operating Components
Required Component

Supported Platforms

Web Server

Apache Tomcat
IBM WebSphere

Web Browser

IE 11; Firefox 50+; Chrome

Oracle DB Driver

Oracle JDBC driver

Microsoft SQL
Server Driver

MS SQL JDBC 4.1

MySQL Driver

mysql connector

JMS Messaging

Active MQ
WebSphere MQ

* Pneuron requires one of these databases to run the platform
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Key Features
Integrated Development Environment
Reduces installation, integration, and conﬁguration efforts driven by the use of multiple tools.
Non-Invasive Integration
Supports use of existing data, applications, and analytics - does not require changes to targeted
systems, whether extracting speciﬁc elements of value or “calling” services on other platforms.
Self-Managed Resiliency
Reduces the overhead for enterprises to develop schemes that ensure reliable operations, which
may or may not be compatible with existing strategies.
Security & Governance Compatibility
Simpliﬁes integration, sustains data protections, and reduces staff training by inheriting, absorbing,
or working in concert with existing security and governance frameworks.
Customer Self-Sufficiency
Easy to learn, intuitive design, and conﬁguration-driven development eliminate the traditional
frustrations of relying on a vendor to create new functionality.
Standards Compatibility
Promotes reuse of previously developed solutions, existing investments and existing staff skills,
and ensures a robust selection of 3rd parties for development or maintenance
support.
Initial Cost / Total Cost Savings
With various deployment scenarios possible, enterprises can customize licensing to best meet
program objectives, and reuse rather than recreate IP.
Ease of Deployment / Scale-Up
Makes it easy to add additional users by simply increasing licensing counts and connecting new
users to the existing development platform.
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